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We study the kinetics of bimolecular, catalytically-activated reactions~CARs! in d-dimensions. The
elementary reaction act between reactants takes place only when these meet in the vicinity of a
catalytic site; such sites are assumed to be immobile and randomly distributed in space. For CARs
we develop a kinetic formalism, based on Collins–Kimball-type ideas; within this formalism we
obtain explicit expressions for the effective reaction rates and for the decay of the reactants’
concentrations. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50503-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many industrial and technological processes depend
catalytically activated reactions~CAR!, whose understand
ing, however, used to be mainly phenomenological.1 More
microscopically inclined approaches emerged only dur
the last decades. Thus much progress was made in dete
ing how reactions are promoted by specific cataly
substrates.2 From the point of view of many-body effect
much understanding was gained from an extensive stud
the CO-oxidation on metal surfaces.3 The first type of
research2 is at the molecular level and, ideally, leads toKel ,
the reaction rate for two molecules which meet at a catal
site. However, the results of Refs. 3 demonstrate amply
the mere knowledge ofKel is not sufficient for determining
the time evolution of the global reaction process. Thus
decay forms for the reactants’ concentrations in CARs of
deviate strongly from the results of formal-kinetic
schemes.3 We note that such deviations are not encounte
in CARs only, but are widespread,4–6 being due to many-
body effects, often associated with fluctuations in the spa
distributions of the reacting species. Consequently, a rob
reliable description of CARs has to go beyond formal-kine
considerations and to take the influence of higher-order
ticle correlations into account. Here we develop such an
proach.

We start from the following system: The catalytic su
strate consists ofN, immobile catalytic sites~CSs!, randomly
placed in thed-dimensional reaction volumeV. The reacting
particles of typeA are also randomly positioned; their initia
average density isn05nA(0). TheA-particles diffuse with
diffusion coefficientD. For simplicity we neglect sterica
hindrances between theAs and also betweenAs and CSs.
Furthermore, we assume that theA particles do not get
trapped by the CS to form metastableA-CS complexes.
Next, pairs ofA particles may react upon encounter, if th

a!Present address: Laboratoire de Physique The´orique des Liquides~URA
765!, UniversitéParis VI, T.16, 4 Place Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex
France.
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meet at a CS~Fig. 1!. Formally, the elementary reaction ste
is

A1A ⇒
Kel~r !

0, ~1!

whereKel(r ), is a random function of the spatial variabler ;
Kel(r ) is strictly zero everywhere, except in the vicinity o
any of the CSs, in which caseKel(r )5Kel . Here we take the
CSs to be randomly distributed inV with a constant average
densitynC : thus the CSs’ set andV have the same topologi
cal dimension. We hasten to add, however, that our appro
can be readily extended to other distributions of CSs~i.e.,
regular or strongly inhomogeneous!.

Since inV many microscopic reactions which follow Eq
~1! go on at the same time, the global picture becomes c
plex, and is, in general, properly described by an infin
hierarchy of coupled, differential equations.3,4 The analytical
approach for CARs which we pursue here is based on
truncation of this coupled system at the level of third-ord
correlations; the latter are then accounted for through ap
priate boundary conditions. For noncatalytic reactions ind
this method was pioneered by Collins and Kimball8 ~CK!; it
generalizes Smoluchowski’s treatment of bimolecular che
cal reactions~see, e.g., Ref. 6!. The CK-approach provides
both for the binary reactionA1A→0, and for the recombi-
nation reactionA1B→0 with nA(0)ÞnB(0) a reasonable
description8,9 of the experimentally observed kinetics ov
the entire time domain. We note, however, that the reac
A1B→0 with nA(0)5nB(0) requires going beyond th
CK-approach, in order to depict the kinetic behavior at ve
long times, where many-particle effects come into play.4–6,10

Two remarks are here appropriate:

~a! In the case when the CSs coverV completely, CARs
behave exactly as noncatalytic reactions. This spe
case is equivalent to the original CK-problem.

~b! Recently, the kinetics of theA1B1C→0 diffusion-
limited reaction has been analyzed11,12 using an exten-
sion of the Smoluchowski approach~see, e.g., Ref. 6!.
SettingA5B5C leads formally to the reactionA1A
1A→0, for which the procedure shows fa

,
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1141G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
agreement13 between the analytical predictions and t
numerical data. For CARs one may now be tempted
follow a similar course, by settingA5B in A1B
1C→0, and identifying theC with the CSs. We will
show, however, that such a procedure does not desc
CARs well; in 1d and in 2d it does not lead to the
proper long-time decay and in 3d it accounts only par-
tially for the effect of CSs.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we form
late the model, by writing its basic equations, which allo
us to extend the 3d CK-approach to arbitraryd and to CARs.
Here we also point out the relation between the CK-CA
kinetics in d-dimensions and the trapping problem in (d
1d)-dimensions. In Sec. III we present explicit results f
CAR’s effective rates and for the reactants’ decay; we co
pare these to the findings for noncatalytic reactions. Fina
we conclude with a summary of results in Sec. IV.

II. THE MODEL AND ITS BASIC EQUATIONS

We formulate our model on ad-dimensional (d
51,2,3) lattice with lattice spacinga. To each site of the
lattice whose position is specified by the vectorr , we assign
a time-independent variablenC(r ) which assumes two pos
sible values, namely 0 or 1, depending on whether the si
catalytic,nC(r )51, or not,nC(r )50. The catalytic substrate
is the set of allN CSs; we denote it by$Rk%, whereRk is the
vector of thekth CS. Here we take theRk to be random,
independent, uniformly distributed variables. The CSs d
sity is nC5V21( rnC(r ), where the sum runs over all lattic
sites. The case when$Rk% forms different types of ordered
geometrical arrays will be discussed elsewhere.

We start att50 with randomly distributed, identicalA
particles, with mean densityn0 . EachA particle moves by
jumps to nearest-neighboring sites, the average time inte
between successive jumps beingt. We disregard any ex
cluded volume interactions; thus allA particles perform in-
dependent random walks, with the associated diffusion c
ficient D5a2/2dt.

Now, whenever anA particle lands on a catalytic sit
which is already occupied by anotherA, the two As may
react at a rateKel . ReactingAs are immediately remove

FIG. 1. Reactions in catalytic media. Open circles denote immobile cata
sites; the filled circles stand for diffusiveA particles. Case~1! shows a
situation in which an encounter ofA particles does not lead to a reactio
while in case~2! the reaction may take place.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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from the system, whereas the corresponding CS remains
affected. On the other hand,As never react at noncatalyti
sites.

A. Evolution of the local density and of the two-point
joint density functions

Let n(r ,t) denote the local density of theAs. In
continuous-timen(r ,t) obeys

d

dt
n~r ,t !5

1

2dt
D rn~r ,t !

2KelnC~r !n~r1 ,r2 ;t !ur15r25r . ~2!

Heren(r1 ,r2 ;t) is the two-point joint density function~i.e.,
the probability of having at timet an A at r1 and anotherA
at r2!, and the symbolD r stands for the following difference
operator acting onr :

D rn~r ,t !522dn~r ,t !1 (
r8,nn

n~r 8,t !. ~3!

Here the sum runs over nearest neighbors only, i.e.,ur 82r u
5a.

Apart from the factornC(r ) stemming from the CS, Eq
~2! is the conventional rate equation forA1A→0 ~see e.g.
Ref. 8 for a discussion!. On the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq.
~2! the first term accounts for the particles’ migration, wh
the second one describes the reaction. In standard fas
the reaction term is taken to equal the product of the r
Kel , of the probability of having a pair ofA particles at the
same site and at the same time, and ofnC(r ); the latter factor
is new here and is due to the fact thatAs can react only at
catalytic sites. We note that Eq.~2! embodies mean-field
assumptions. In a more rigorous approach one has to us
three-body probability that twoAs encounter each other at
CS; this probability is here decoupled by having it rep
sented as the product ofnC(r ) andn(r ,r ;t).

Before we turn to the analysis of the time evolution
n(r1 ,r2 ;t), it is instructive to consider the result of th
simple kinetic approach, which later will serve as referen
Taking the volume average of both sides of Eq.~2! and as-
suming that the nonlinear reaction term on the rhs of Eq.~2!
decomposes into a product of averaged local densities,
arrive at the standard, formal-kinetic ‘‘law of mass action
~see, e.g., Ref. 7!,

d

dt
nA~ t !52KelnCnA

2~ t !. ~4!

HerenA(t)5V21S rn(r ,t) is the average density of theAs.
From Eq.~4! the decay ofnA(t) at sufficiently long times,
t@1/nCKeln(0), follows:

nA~ t !'~nCKelt !
21. ~5!

It is important to note thatnA(t) given by Eq.~5! is inde-
pendent of the spatial dimension and is the same in, sayd
and 3d. Second, the formal-kinetic approach predicts th

ic
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1142 G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
the effective reaction rate constant isnCKel and is thus inde-
pendent of other parameters, such as, e.g., the particles
fusivities.

We now turn to the analysis of the time evolution
n(r1 ,r2 ;t). We find that this quantity obeys~see, e.g., Ref.
13!

d

dt
n~r1 ,r2 ;t !5

1

2dt
~D r1

1D r2
!n~r1 ,r2 ;t !1KelT, ~6!

in which the terms in brackets stem from the particles’ m
tion, while T is a combination of joint three-point distribu
tions and arises due to the reaction between theAs.

Equations~2! and ~6! are the first two equations of a
infinite hierarchy of coupled differential equations~CDE!.
Such a hierarchy of CDE cannot be solved exactly; in or
to compute the evolution ofn(r ,t) and thus of its mean valu
nA(t) one has to resort to some approximate methods.

B. The Collins–Kimball’s 3 d problem and its
extension to arbitrary d

Here we continue by recalling Collins and Kimball
~CK! analysis8 of reaction kinetics. As discussed, their pro
lem is identical to 3d CARs in a ‘‘completely’’ catalytic
medium, i.e., such thatnC51. In Ref. 8 the hierarchy o
CDE is truncated at the level of the third-order correlatio
i.e., T in Eq. ~6! is set to zero, and the reaction betwe
particles is accounted for by introducing a ‘‘radiation
boundary condition onn(r1 ,r2 ;t); CK stipulate that the lo-
cal reaction rate at any pointr , i.e., Keln(r ,r ;t), should be
exactly equal to the diffusive current of pairs ofA particles
into this point. Accompanied by the following boundary a
initial conditions:

n~r1 ,r2 ;t !u ur12r2u→`→nA
2~ t !, ~7!

and

n~r1 ,r2 ;t50!5nA
2~0!5n0

2, ~8!

which signify that correlations in the particles’ positions va
ish at large separations and that initially the particles
uniformly distributed inV, the CK-approach results in
closed system of linear equations; these allow then calc
tions of the effective reaction rate and the time evolution
nA(t). We note that in their original paper8 CK have only
considered the 3d case. Clearly, however, in the formulatio
of Eq. ~6!, extending the CK-approach to systems of ar
trary spatial dimensiond is straightforward, as we show i
the following.

Solving Eq. ~6! ~with T50! subject to the radiation
boundary condition and the conditions in Eqs.~7! and ~8!,
CK find8 that nA(t) obeys in 3d,

d

dt
nA~ t !52Keff~ t !nA

2~ t !. ~9!

Equation ~9! is similar to the ‘‘law of mass action’’ dis-
played in Eq.~4!, since for both the rhs are proportional
the second power ofnA(t), in agreement with the elementar
reaction act. The difference between Eqs.~9! and ~4! is that
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
if-
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now Keff(t) stands for an effective~in general, time-
dependent! rate coefficient, which arises mainly from th
particles’ diffusion.

Now Keff(t) can be expressed through its Laplac
transform,

Keff~l!5E
0

`

dt exp~2lt !Keff~ t !, ~10!

for which CK find, for identical reacting particles in the lim
l!D/r 0

2, wherer 0 denotes the reaction radius,

1

Keff~l!
5

l

Kel
1

l

8pDr 0
. ~11!

The second term on the rhs of Eq.~11!, i.e.,l/8pDr 0 , stems
from the Laplace-transformed Smoluchowski constant;
latter equals the particles’ current towards the surface o
single, immobile, adsorbing three-dimensional sphere of
dius r 0 .

This result is actually a special case of the gene
d-dimensional expression forKeff(l), which can be derived
within the framework of the CK approach, as we briefl
outline now.

Consider the behavior of the two-point joint densi
function n(r1 ,r2 ;t). Within the CK approach it obeys Eq
~6! with T50,

]

]t
n~r1 ,r2 ;t !5D~D r1

1D r2
!n~r1 ,r2 ;t !, ~12!

where D r i
denote the continuous-space Laplace operat

Note that Eq.~12! is a (d1d)-dimensional diffusion equa
tion. Now, Eq.~12! is to be solved subject to the initial an
boundary conditions of Eqs.~7! and~8!, as well as to the CK
radiation boundary condition

Keln~r1 ,r2 ;t !5D~¹ r1
1¹ r2

!n~r1 ,r2 ;t !u ur12r2u5r 0
. ~13!

As already observed by CK for noncatalytic reaction
n(r1 ,r2 ;t) depends only onz5ur12r2u, the relative distance
betweenr1 and r2 , and consequently, the (d1d)-dimen-
sional Eqs. ~12! and ~13! reduce to the effectively
d-dimensional equations,

]

]t
n~z;t !52DS ]2

]z2 1
d21

z

]

]zDn~z;t !, ~14!

and

Keln~z;t !52Dsd

]n~z;t !

]z U
z5r 0

. ~15!

Here sd52pd/2r 0
d21G21(d/2) denotes the surface area

the d-dimensional sphere of radiusr 0 , with G(x) being the
Gamma-function.14 Equations~14! and~15! generalize to ar-
bitrary dimensions the 3d equations studied by CK.8

Now, the solution of Eq.~14! subject to the conditions o
Eqs. ~7!, ~8!, and ~15! can be readily obtained by Laplac
transforming with respect tot. The Green’s function
Gd(z;l) of the equation
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1143G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
lGd~z;l!52DS ]2

]z2 1
d21

z

]

]zDGd~z;l! ~16!

obeys

Gd~z;l!5
2

~8pD !d/2 S z2

8Dl D ~22d!/4

K̃12d/2SA l

2D
zD ,

~17!

in which K̃n(x) is the modified Bessel function.14 The solu-
tion of the Laplace transformed Eq.~14! @note the occurrence
of an additional term,2n0

2, on the lhs, as compared to E
~16!#, has the form

n~z;l!5
n0

2

l
@11A~l!Gd~z;l!#, ~18!

in which the conditions Eqs.~7! and ~8! have already been
incorporated. In Eq.~18! A(l) is a constant, which has to b
chosen in such a way that the boundary condition, Eq.~15!,
is also satisfied. Substituting Eq.~18! into Eq. ~15! we find
that A(l) is

A~l!52Gd
21~r 0 ;l!H 12

2Dsd

Kel
@ ln Gd~r 0 ;l!#8J 21

,

~19!

where the prime stands for the derivative with respect tor 0 .
This provides a complete solution of the CK-problem

d-dimensions. In order to calculate the effective rate c
stant,Keff(l), we have merely to insert Eq.~18! with Eq. ~19!
into the rhs of Eq.~15!. This yields

Keff~l!52
2Dsd

l
@ ln Gd~r 0!#8

3H 12
2Dsd

Kel
@ ln Gd~r 0!#8J 21

. ~20!

Equation~20! takes a physically more revealing form, if w
rewrite it as

1

Keff~l!
5

l

Kel
1

1

Kd~D;l!
, ~21!

where

Kd~D;l!52
2Dsd

l
@ ln Gd~r 0!#8

5
2Dsd

l
S l

2D
D 1/2 K̃d/2SA l

2D
r 0D

K̃12d/2SA l

2D
r 0D . ~22!

Equation~21! resembles the electrostatic law of addition
parallel resistances and displays the combined effect of
controlling factors—the effect of the elementary reaction
and the effect of the transport of particles towards each ot
Notice now that forKel5` the rateKd(D;l) is the Laplace
transform of the diffusive current towards the surface o
single immobile, perfectly adsorbingd-dimensional sphere
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
-

o
t
r.

a

of radius r 0 . Consequently,Kd(D;l) is the d-dimensional
analog of the Smoluchowski constant and Eq.~21! represents
the desired generalization of Eq.~11! to the d-dimensional
case. We hasten to remark that Eq.~21! has already been
obtained in Ref. 10 in a different framework, based on
analysis of the third-order joint density functions; Eq.~21!
also follows from the general results of Ref. 15, which co
sidered reversible reactions.

The behavior ofKd(D;l) depends in a fundamental wa
on the spatial dimensiond. As is well-known~see e.g., Ref.
9!, in low dimensions (d<2)lKd(D;l) tends to zero for
l→0 (t→`). To be explicit, in the limitl!D/r 0

2 the pa-
rameterKd(D;l) determined by Eq.~22! equals (8D/l)1/2

for d51 and 8pD/@l ln(8D/r0
2l)# for d52. In higher di-

mensions (d.2)lKd(D;l) approaches constant values
long times; the values forKd(D;l), for, sayd53, 4 and 6
turn out to be 8pDr 0 /l, 8p2Dr 0

2/l and 8p3Dr 0
4/l, respec-

tively. The dependence ofKeff(l) on d, arising due to the
second term in Eq.~21!, leads, especially ford<2, to devia-
tions of the decay laws from Eq.~5!.

C. The CK-approach extended to CARs

After this overview of the CK approach we now exten
it to CARs. Following Ref. 8 we truncate the hierarchy at t
level of the third-order joint density functions, which yield
the continuous-space Eq.~12!. Next, in our system only the
encounters which happen on a CS may lead to a reac
Thus, the radiation boundary condition is to be imposed
the CSs only. Denoting bySk the surface of thekth CS, we
hence have that instead of Eq.~13! the following boundary
condition should be imposed onn(r1 ,r2 ;t):

Keln~r1 ,r2 ;t !ur1 ,r2PSk
5D~¹ r1

1¹ r2
!n~r1 ,r2 ;t !ur1 ,r2PSk

.
~23!

For simplicity we take in the continuumSk to be the surface
of the d-dimensional sphere of radiusr 0 centered atRk .
Equations~12! and~23! are complemented by the initial con
dition, Eq. ~8!, and by the boundary condition, Eq.~7!; this
constitutes a closed system of linear equations which allo
the computation ofn(r1 ,r2 ;t). In turn, knowingn(r1 ;r2 ;t)
and using Eqs.~2! and ~23!, we have

d

dt
nA~ t !52

D

V (
k

~¹ r1
1¹ r2

!n~r1 ,r2 ;t !U
r1 ,r2PSk

, ~24!

which defines the evolution of the property of intere
namely ofnA(t), the mean density ofAs.

D. Relation between CARs and the trapping reaction

We note now that it is expedient to view Eqs.~12!, ~23!,
~7!, and ~8! from a somewhat different perspective, whic
will allow us to find eventually an approximate analytic
solution for them, and to explain, on simple physic
grounds, some seemingly surprising results. As a matte
fact, what the CK approach enables us to do it is to red
the problem of computing the rates of binary reactions, t
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1144 G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
ing place ind-dimensional catalytic systems, to the analy
of ~imperfect! trapping in (d1d)-dimensional systems. Th
latter problem, and especially its quantum mechanical co
terpart, the scattering of quantum particles by immobile i
purities, have been extensively investigated~see, e.g., Refs
15–18, and references therein!.

The relation between the CAR and the trapping probl
can be mostly simply illustrated for the binary CAR ind
51. Note that Eqs.~12! and ~23! describe the evolution o
the local density of some compound particles, moving w
diffusion coefficient19 D on a two-dimensional plane
(r 1 ,r 2), wherer 1 and r 2 are scalar variables. The particle
may disappear at the locations (Rk ,Rk) of the traps, placed
on the diagonalr 15r 2 ~Fig. 2!. Physically, each compoun
particle is a pair ofA particles, whose coordinates on th
one-dimensional line arer 1 and r 2 , respectively; conse
quently, r 15r 25Rk are the only points where twoAs may
enter into reaction, in which case the compound particle m
be destroyed by the trap atRk with a finite probability related
to Kel . In this language, the reaction rate of the CAR, i.e.
rhs of Eq.~24!, attains a quite lucid meaning: It equals th
volume-averaged diffusive current of compound partic
through theSk . One can now note the fundamental distin
tion between systems withnC51 and with nC,1: The
former case corresponds to a situation in which the tr
cover the diagonalr 15r 2 completely; heren(r 1 ,r 2) de-
pends only on the relative distance betweenr 1 and r 2 , i.e.,
one hasn(r 1 ,r 2)5n(r 12r 2), which then reduces the prob
lem to 1d. On the other hand, in the casenC,1 the traps fill
only some portion of the diagonal, and thus the kinetics
mains essentially two-dimensional, sincen(r 1 ,r 2) depends
on both spatial variables; compound particles can cross
diagonal harmlessly, i.e., with zero reaction probabili
through the gaps between the traps.

Returning now to the general problem of CARs
d-dimensional media, the corresponding mapping leads
considering a trapping problem involving compound p
ticles diffusing in a (d1d)-dimensional space in the pre
ence of imperfect traps placed on ad-dimensional substrate

Several analytical approaches have been develope
describe the kinetics of trapping in systems with nonunifo

FIG. 2. Open circles on ther 1 and r 2-axis denote the catalytic sites; fille
circles give the corresponding positions of traps and small black cir
denote diffusive compound particles.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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spatial distributions of traps~see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 15!. We
will search for the solution of Eqs.~12! and~23! in the spirit
of the Green’s function method.17 Here we merely outline
the steps involved, and address the reader for more deta
Refs. 15 and 17.

One starts with the Laplace-transformed Green’s fu
tion solution Gd1d(r;l) of the (d1d)-dimensional diffu-
sion, Eq.~12!,

Gd1d~r;l!5
2

~4pD !d S uru2

4Dl D ~12d!/2

K̃12dSAl

D
uru D ,

~25!

in which r5(r1 ,r2). Furthermore, the Laplace-transform
n(r1 ,r2 ;t) is represented as a series in which each term
the Green’s function solution of Eq.~12!, centered around
the position of thekth trap,

n~r1 ,r2 ;l!5
n0

2

l
1(

k
Ck~l!Gd1d~r2Qk ;l!, ~26!

with the d1d-dimensional vectorQk5(Rk ,Rk). Equation
~26! obeys automatically Eqs.~12!, ~7!, and ~8!; the coeffi-
cientsCk(l) are to be choosen in such a way that Eq.~23! is
satisfied. Substituting Eq.~26! into Eq. ~23! we arrive at the
following system ofN linear equations for theCk(l):

2
n0

2

l
5@Kel

211Gd1d~r 0 ;l!#Cj~l!

1(
k

8Ck~l!Gd1d~Qk2Qj ;l!, ~27!

where j 51,...,N, and the prime indicates that the sum in E
~27! runs over allk with the exception ofk5 j .

The exact solution of Eqs.~27! for a given distribution
of $Rk% requires the inversion of the random matr
iGd1d(Qk-Qj ;l)i , see Ref. 17. Neglecting fluctuations
the distribution of the CSs, in which case the Eqs.~27! sim-
plify considerably, one obtains

C~l!'2
n0

2

l@Kel
211Gd1d~r 0 ;l!1M scr#

, ~28!

where M scr denotes the screening integral~or ‘‘shielding’’
integral in the formulation of Ref. 15!,

M scr5K (
k

8Gd1d~Qk2Qj ;l!L
'nCE E dr1dr2d~r12r2!Gd1d~r;l!. ~29!

In Eq. ~29! the brackets denote averaging over the distrib
tion of $Rk%, and the integrations with respect to the va
ablesr1 and r2 extend over the whole volume occupied b
CSs, excluding the volume of ad-dimensional sphere of ra
diusr 0 . In the following we turn to the limitN,V→`, while
keeping the ratioN/V fixed, N/V5nC . We note that Eq.
~29! is only approximate, since excluded-volume aspects
tween the CSs are neglected; this limits the applicability
the expression tonC sufficiently small. We note also tha

s
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1145G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
within our CK-type description the dependence of the eff
tive reaction rate on the geometry of the catalytic subst
and/or the distribution of the CSs enters only through
screening integralM scr. Consequently, any other geomet
of the substrate~it can be, for instance, a two-dimension
convoluted surface of porous materials, imperfect crystall
with broken faces, kinks and steps, or polymers in solutio1!
can be accounted for by the use of the appropriate distr
tion functions and by corresponding integrations in E
~29!. In particular, the details of the averaging procedure
the case when the integrations extend over Gaussian poly
chains in solution have been discussed in Ref. 20.

III. RESULTS

Now, combining Eqs.~26!, ~28!, and~29!, we find from
Eq. ~24! thatnA(t) obeys the effective ‘‘law of mass action
in Eq. ~9!. In the limit l!lD5D/r 0

2, (t@tD5r 0
2/D), when

M scr and Gd1d(r 0 ;l) reduce toM scr'nC@lKd(D;l)#21

and Gd1d(r 0 ;l)'@lKd1d(D/2;l)#21, the effective rate
constant attains fornCr 0

d!1 the form

1

Keff~l!
5

l

nCKel
1

1

Kd~D;l!
1

1

nCKd1d~D/2;l!
, ~30!

which represents the desired generalization of the CK-t
result, Eq.~21!, to CARs. Equation~30! is the main result of
our analysis and allows to computenA(t), which is related to
Keff(t) through Eq.~9!. Hence,

nA~ t !5n0F11n0E
0

t

dtKeff~t!G21

. ~31!

Let us consider first the 3d case. We recall the explici
forms of the parametersKd(D;l), presented in the text afte
Eq. ~22!, so that in 3d Eq. ~30! takes the following form
(nCr 0

3!1):

1

Keff~l!
5

l

nCKel
1

l

8pDr 0
1

l

4p3Dr 0
4nC

, ~32!

which signifies that in the limitt→` the effective rate con-
stantKeff(t) approaches a constant value,

1

Keff
5

1

nCKel
1

1

8pDr 0
1

1

4p3Dr 0
4nC

. ~33!

Consequently, from Eq.~31! we have fornA(t) in three-
dimensions and larget,

nA~ t !'~Kefft !
21, ~34!

whereKeff is given by Eq.~33!. Equation~34! signifies that
in 3d catalytic systemsnA(t) is inversely proportional tot,
i.e., is qualitatively the same as the formal-kinetic Eq.~5!.
Now, Eq. ~33! differs from Eq.~5!, since hereKeff replaces
nCKel . Note from Eq.~33! that Keff reduces tonCKel only
for D→`. Thus for finiteD, the rateKeff depends both on
the reaction radius and on the mean density of CSs.
difference between the CK-result fornCr 0

3;1 and for CARs
with nCr 0

3!1 is the last term in Eq.~30!, which is due to the
Green’s function solution of the diffusion equation in 6d.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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For small values of the parameternCr 0
3 and for Dr 0

4!Kel ,
the last term in Eq.~30! provides the dominant contributio
to the effective rate constantKeff . In this case Eq.~30! re-
duces to the result of Ref. 12, obtained for the three-bo
problem.

Consider next the evolution ofnA(t) in low dimensional
systems, i.e., ford51 andd52. We have from Eq.~30! that
in 1d Keff(l) is given by (nCr 0!1)

1

Keff~l!
5

l

nCKel
1S l

8D D 1/2

1
l ln~4D/lr 0

2!

4pDnC
. ~35!

Now, Eq.~35! shows that in 1d catalytic systems the kinetic
is richer than in the 3d case; comparing the different terms
Eq. ~35! one readily notices that depending onl each of
these terms may dominateKeff(l); hence a succession o
different kinetic regimes may be observed in the time d
main. When 4pD/Kel is sufficiently large andnCr 0 is suffi-
ciently small, so thatnCr 0!exp(24pD/Ke), we can con-
sider three different intervals, namely,

lD exp~24pD/Kel!!l!lD , ~36a!

lD~nCr 0!2!l!lD exp~24pD/Kel!, ~36b!

and

l!lD~nCr 0!2. ~36c!

~a! In the regime described by Eq.~36a!, the main contri-
bution toKeff(l) comes from the first term on the rhs o
Eq. ~35!; in this kinetically-controlled regimeKeff(t)
5nCKel and hence coincides with the result of th
formal-kinetic approach. This behavior persists un
tkc'tD exp(4pD/Kel), which can be rather large fo
D@Kel . On the other hand, such a behavior is uno
servable forKel@4pD, exemplified by instantaneou
reactions in Eq.~1!.

~b! In the regime described by Eq.~36b! Keff(l) is domi-
nated by the third term on the rhs of Eq.~35!, so that
Keff(t)'4pDnC /ln(4t/tD). This 1d CAR expression is
reminiscent~apart of the factornC and the replacemen
D→D/2! of the classical result of Ref. 9 for the kine
ics of binary reactions in 2d. One thus expects that a
this stagenA(t); ln(t)/t. The appearance of such a
effectively 2d regime for CAR in 1d constitutes the
principal difference between the CAR kinetics fo
nCr 0!1 and the kinetics of noncatalytic binary rea
tions in 1d. We also note that such an effectively 2d
behavior was predicted in Ref. 12 for 1d reactions of
A1B1C→0 type as the final kinetic stage; in ou
case, whenC does not disappear in the reaction a
Eq. ~36b! determines only an intermediate transie
stage, which may be observed for times smaller tha
typical time t tr , where t tr51/DnC

2 . Consequently, for
1d systems with very low densities of catalytic site
(nCr 0!1) such an effectively 2d behavior can last
over extended time periods.

~c! Finally, in the limit of very smalll, Eq. ~36c!, Keff(l)
is determined by the second term on the rhs of Eq.~35!,
i.e., Keff(l)'(8D/l)1/2. Thus for large t the rate
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1146 G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
Keff(t)'(8D/pt)1/2 is independent ofnC . Hence for
large times the qualitative decay behavior is the sa
for CARs and for noncatalytic reactions. Actually, th
seemingly surprising behavior has already been
served numerically21 and has a simple physical inte
pretation, which we will discuss below. Explicitly, w
find that the mean density ofA particles decays in the
limit t@t tr as

nA~ t !;~p/32Dt !1/2. ~37!

We turn next to the analysis of CAR in 2d. Now Eq.
~30! reads

1

Keff~l!
5

l

nCKel
1

l ln~8D/r 0
2l!

8pD
1

l

4p2Dr 0
2nC

. ~38!

On comparing different terms on the rhs of Eq.~38! we infer
that in 2d two different kinetic stages may take plac
Namely, forl from the interval

lD expS 2
8pD

nCKel
2

1

pnCr 0
2D !l!lD , ~39a!

the sum of the first and of the third term, which both have
samel-dependence, determinesKeff(l), while for smallerl,
such that

l!lD expS 2
8pD

nCKel
2

1

pnCr 0
2D , ~39b!

the main contribution to the effective rate constant is giv
by the second term on the rhs of Eq.~38!.

~a! In the regime described by Eq.~39a! Keff(l) is con-
trolled by the constraints imposed by the element
reaction act and by the diffusion in 4d. For such a
regime we obtain

nA~t!'S 1

Kel
1

1

4p2Dr 0
2D ~nCt !21. ~40!

According to Eq.~39a!, the regime described by Eq
~40! is a transient one and persists untilt tr

'tD exp@(D/nCKel)1(1/r 0
2nC)#.

~b! In the final stage described by Eq.~39b!, the main con-
tribution to Keff(l) comes from the second term in E
~38!. Thus, similarly to the behavior in 1d, Keff(l) in
the limit l→0 is independent ofnC . This implies that
also in 2d for large times the kinetics for CARs is th
same as for noncatalytic reactions. We find here

nA~t!;
ln~8Dt/r0

2!

8pDt
, ~41!

which coincides with the result of Ref. 9 obtained f
the long-time kinetics of noncatalytic reactions. W
furthermore note that the very long time decay beh
ior is reached much more slowly in 2d than in 1d; the
crossover timet tr is in 2d an exponential function o
nC

21 and is thus substantially larger than its 1d coun-
terpart, which goes asnC

22.

Lastly, we discuss the physical origin of the fact that
low dimensions the CARs long-time decay is independen
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
e

-

e

n

y

-

f

nC . Here, the analogy between the CAR kinetics
d-dimensions and the trapping problem in (d1d)-
dimensions again turns out to be very fruitful. Let us co
sider first the cased51. The equivalent problem is ad52
system with compound particles diffusing in the presence
traps placed on the diagonalr 15r 2 , ~see Fig. 2!. Now, it is
well-known9 that even in the presence of a single trap t
particles’ density profile around the trap is not stationa
there is a zone around the trap, which is depleted of parti
and whose size grows with time asAt. For the situation
depicted in Fig. 2 at short times~such thatnCADt!1! the
depletion zones of different traps are well separated fr
each other. Consequently, at short times the traps act i
pendently and the Laplace-transformed particle current
wards a given trap is given by Eq.~21!, J(l)
'KelK2(D/2;l)/@Kel1K2(D/2;l)#. The effective rate,
which is given by Eqs.~23! and ~24!, is now Keff(l)
5nCJ(l); the CAR decay shows in this time-domain an e
fectively two-dimensional behavior going asnA(t)
;nC ln(t)/t. This behavior also shows up in the results
Ref. 12. At longer times, the depletion zones of differe
traps start to overlap and the probabilityn(r 1 ,r 2) of finding
a compound particle on the diagonalr 15r 2 decreases sub
stantially even in the gaps between the traps. This result
a situation in which the array of traps distributed on t
diagonalr 15r 2 acts as an adsorbing line. It is not surprisin
then that the current of particles per trap attains a o
dimensional formJ(l)'Kd51(D;l)/nC , and that even for
nCr 0!1 at very long times the evolution ofnA(t) proceeds
essentially in the same fashion as for noncatalytic reactio
Similarly, for 2d CARs we have to analyse the kinetics
trapping in 4d, the traps being now distributed on a 2d
plane. As before, one can now distinguish between two
ferent temporal regimes; one finds first a situation in wh
the traps act independently, which gives rise to an effectiv
4d behavior.12 This regime crosses over to a stage at lo
times, where the depletion zones of the different traps ov
lap, so that the array of traps acts as an effectively 2d ad-
sorbing plane; the decay ofnA(t) is then given by Eq.~41!,
and is independent ofnC . We note finally, that such a pecu
liarity of the trapping kinetics in low dimensional system
associated with the formation of nonstationary deplet
zones around traps, has already been demonstrated in
15. In particular, it was shown15 that for 2d systems in which
N traps are located inside a circular area of radiusR one
finds two different temporal regimes; in the first, intermed
ate time regime all traps act independently and the effec
rate constant is proportional toN. This regime crosses ove
into a long-time stage, in which the depletion zones arou
different traps overlap; at this stage an array of traps act
a single trap of radiusR and the effective rate constant
independent ofN.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We now conclude with the discussion of the obtain
results. We find for 3d CARs thatnA(t) decreases inversel
proportional tot, Eq. ~34!, which agrees with the formal
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1147G. Oshanin and A. Blumen: Diffusion-limited reactions
kinetic picture, Eq.~5!. Distinct from it, the effective rate
constant is less than the formal-kinetic value,nCKel , and
depends both on the particles’ diffusion constantD and on
the reaction radiusr 0 . We also note that in the diluted cas
whennCr 0

3!1, the result in Eq.~33! shows the same depen
dence on the system’s parameters as the one predicte
Ref. 12. The very long-time behavior in low dimensions
somewhat surprising, since the decay turns out to be es
tially independent ofnC . The approach to this asymptot
domain is, however, very slow for low densities of CS
nCr 0

3!1, and thus different decay forms appear at interm
diate times. The crossover timest tr may be very large, since
we find that t tr;1/nC

2 in 1d and ln(ttr);1/nC in 2d. For
nCr 0

d!1 and for extended period of time the decay la
obey in 1d and 2d nA(t);nC ln(t)/t and nA(t);nC /t, re-
spectively.
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